
 

THE INDIAN COMMUNITY SCHOOL KUWAIT, JUNIOR 

Dear Parent, 

New Year Greetings from ICSK 

Let us start the New Year with a different perspective regarding the health of our children; as the saying goes, ‘Health is 

Wealth’ so it is imperative to engage students in sports activities. Our main goal is to create a change in the lifestyle of the 

children through sports as it plays a pivotal role in their overall development. With this intention in mind The Indian 

Community School, Kuwait has started coaching for various games in the evening like Cricket, Table Tennis, Basket Ball, 

Volley Ball etc. We have already intimated you in this regard. 

In this age of sedentary lifestyle, health is of prime importance. It is necessary to cultivate a sports culture in our young 

ones.  Physical health and mental health are complimentary to each other. Taking part in Physical activity releases 

chemicals like endorphin which helps in increasing attention span, enhancing memory and reducing stress as it is a 

stress releasing hormone. Playing sports at a young age enables children to build skills such as teamwork, leadership, 

and responsibility as they learn to work with others to achieve a common goal which will ultimately contribute to boost their 

self-esteem and confidence. This will also lead to better critical thinking and application of skills in life when they are met 

with bigger challenges. The school recommends you to kindly avail the opportunities provided through the various sports 

activities in developing your wards as the healthy citizens of tomorrow. We suggest you to choose at least one among the 

activities given below if you haven’t done it yet.   

The activities and the contact details of the Teachers-in-charge are provided below for your kind consideration. 

                 Activity         Teacher-in-charge  Ph:No 

CRICKET   Mr. Khalid 99839001 

BASKET BALL, BADMINTON & CHESS Mr. Jimmy Kurian 97649848 

KARATE   Mr. Gee Varghese 97838827 

BASKET BALL  Mrs. Rajam 99451281 

BASKET BALL Mr. Nins Peter 69062779 

 

Sherly Dennis 

Principal             02.01.2018 
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